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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Although the fuel cell was discovered In 1839 by
Sir William Grove, it is only now, 124 years later, that
the development of fuel cells has reached the threshold
of economic significance*

Conservative predictions as

to the magnitude of this Economic significance'' are
awesomely impressive*

From a yearly market of less

than $1 million in 1960 the market potential rises to
$55 million In 1965 and $200 million in 1970*
What Is the nature of this revolutionary device?
It Is an electrochemical apparatus for the direct con¬
version of chemical energy to electrical energy.
this you may say is a battery.
is this:

But

True, but the difference

in the battery, the fuel and oxidant that

supply the chemical energy are built into the cell
itself, while the fuel cell has its fuel and oxident
stored outside the cell and fed into it a3 needed*
Thus a fuel cell may be termed a continuous feed
battery*

There are substantial differences in tech¬

nology however and it would be desirable to consider the
fuel cell as a powerplant system, and the battery as a
package of energy.
A central power station is a device for the indirect
conversion of chemical to electrical energy*

Chemical

energy is converted to thermal, thermal to mechanical.

3
end mechanical to electrical enei’gy*

During each of

these three conversions, energy loss occurs, the most
serious being in the conversion from thermal to mechan¬
ical energy#
On the other hand, the fuel cell converts directly
from chemical to electrical energy#

As a result fuel

cells are not restricted by the Oarnot cycle (heat output
of a device is equal to the amount of heat input minus
internal losses) and theoretically could approach an
efficiency of nearly 100$#

In actual practice, however,

efficiencies of 40% to 90% are attainable, in contrast
to the 15% to 50% efficiency of most mechanical and
electrical energy sources used today#

A maximum over¬

all thermal conversion efficiency of slightly over 40%
Is possible from the most efficient steam plant is use
today*

In all of the heat cycle engines or systems

referred to, the Oarnot limitation is by far the largest
factor contributing to low efficiency, or if you prefer,
lost energy#
The impressive fuel cost savings resulting from
the fuel cell*3 high efficiency, stimulates the minds
of engineers and industrialists when thinking of poten¬
tial applications#

There are other benefits too, such

as silence, durability and reliability, all stemming
from a lack of moving parts; and less heat and toxic
fumes being generated*
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With the exception of a UCLA graduate "short
course” (two weeks) intended for working scientists
and engineers, and in so far as could be determined,
no course on fuel cells, per se, is being offered on
the college level at any institution in the United
States.

Considerable post graduate research, however,

i3 being done at such institutions ass

Alfred Univer¬

sity, Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Pennsylvania State University,
Stanford Research Institute, Western Reserve University,
University of California at Berkeley, University of
California Los Angeles, University of Chicago, and
University of Texas*
It i3 the purpose of the author, therefore, to pro¬
vide a suitable syllabus for an undergraduate course in
fuel cells.

The course would be offered as a three credit

elective and intended for majors in engineering, chemistry
or physics at the junior or senior level.

These students

would be interested In obtaining a broad knowledge of the
field of electrochemical energy conversion and up-to-date
Information on specific fuel cell systems.
The syllabus is necessary because after an extensive
review of fuel cell literature, the author found that no
suitable text book is available.

In fact there
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are very Tew text books dealing with fuel cells, at any
technical level, on the market.

Moat of the material

exists in the form of articles, papers and talks, out
there is so much overlap and duplication that is is
often difficult, if not impossible, to give credit to
the right author.

For this reason I have not referenced

my lessons with footnotes, but give full credit in the
bibliography.

The lessons are derived from the

material listed in the bibliography and from ray own
professional involvement with fuel cell research,
development and production.
The lessons that follow are more qualitative than
quantitative and are intended to provide the well
qualified instructor with guide posts that can be
expanded and developed as time allows.
LESSON 1
History of Fuel Cell Development - 2 class hours
LESSON IX
Review of Electro-Chemistry Fundamentals 6 class hours
LESSON III
Principles of the Fuel Cell process
6 class hours
LESSON IV
Fuel Cell Systems - Present
7 class hours
LESSON V
Detailed Explanation of Bacon Type System and
Subsystem
6 class hour3
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LESSON VI
Carnot Efficiency, Thermal Efficiency and
Polarization
7 class hours
LESSON VII
Fuel Cells in a Ground Transport Application
7 class hour3
LESSON VIII
Fuel Considerations - Technical and Economic
5 class hours
LESSON IX
Advantages and Disadvantages, General Observations
and Predictions
2 class hours
The following training aids and laboratory equip¬
ment will be of great assistance to the instructor and
students*

The experiments would all be performed by

the instructor during regular olas3 hours, and there
would not be any laboratory sessions as such*
1-

Overhead Projector

2-

Opaque Projector

3-

Periodic Table in Chart Form

4-

Electromotive Series in Chart Form

5-

Gas Ionization Equipment - To visually demonstrate
the ionization of a fluid gas and resulting
current flow,

6-

Liquid Ionization Equipment - To demonstrate
the existence of Ionization and the ability of
an electric current to pass through a chemical
solution (electrolyte)*

7-

Secondary Cell - To demonstrate ion transport
in the electrolyte, polarization and ion saturation#
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8- Electrolysis Bath - To demonstrate separation
of water into hydro gen , and oxygen and the higher
energy level of the fuel reactant gases than
their water product.
9- Copper Plating Bath - To demonstrate the deposi¬
tion of metal on electrodes by ion transport
through the electrolyte.
10- Fuel Cell - To demonstrate various fuel coll
processes*
11- Hydrogen-oxygen reactant - To demonstrate reaction
of Hg and Og gases and the energy release that
accompanies the reaction*
12- Water Absorption Test Apparatus - To demonstrate
relative abilities of reactant gases in water
absorption and removal and the principle of water
removal by gas circulation.
Id-Unit to determine caustic effects of potassium
hydroxide - To demonstrate the caustic effect
of &0H on materials of construction*
14- Laboratory type oirect current motor with external
field coil connections so that motor can be con¬
nected as a series, shunt or compound wound motor,
.approximately
HP and equiped with field rheostat.
15- Tachometer, DC ammeter and DC voltmeter suitable
for item 14*
16- Small dynamometer (approximately 1 HP)*

LESSGB I
HISTORY OP FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT

LESSON I
HISTORY OP FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT
The fuel cell In theory is far from new.

It la a

primary electrochemical cell in which electric power ia
produced directly by the oxidation of some kind of fuel*
In 1839 Sir William Grove demonstrated a fuel cell using
platinum catalyst electrodes to combine hydrogen and
oxygen*

These elements are still present in certain

fuel cells of to-day*
In 1889 Mond and Longer described a continuously
fed hydrogen-oxygen battery that had a surprisingly close
resemblence to the fuel cell of to-day*
since that time other researchers attempted to obtain
electrical energy from coal and hydrocarbons by use of
the fuel cell principles.

These efforts all failod and

no real progress was made*
It was not until about 1932 that fuel cell tech¬
nology took another 3top forward.

This was primarily due

to the efforts of an Englishman > P. T. Bacon # v/ho worked
on hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells.

He developed a 2-J 10/

power system by using dual porosity nickel-nickel oxide
electrodes and an electrolyte of aqueous potassium
hydroxide.

This system successfully powered a welding

machine and a fork lift truck.

Development of this system
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was carried on until a 5KW unit was demonstrated#

Ho

further significant progress was made until about 1956
when the fuel cell began to receive the attention of
numerous academic, industrial and government interests*
In 1956 these interests were as follows:
1- Francis T. Bacon working in England for the
Electrical Research Association on the highpressure hydrogen oxygen Bacon System*
2- Professor Eduard W. Just! of the Institute
of Technical Physics, Braunschweig Institute
of Technology in Germany started to fabricate
and test the first Raney nickel D# S# K# metal
defect electrodes*
5- Davtyan in Russia, Chambers in England, Ketel&ar
in Holland, and Corin in the United States
were investigating high temperature carbon¬
aceous fuel cells using fused salt electrolytes*
4- In the United States there were only five
companies involved In fuel cell research Consolidation Goal, National Carbon, General
Electric, Leesona, and Aerojet*
The question as to why it has taken over 120 years
for the fuel cell to mature after such a promising start
is not a difficult one to answer*

Catalyst technology

was just not sufficiently advanced to permit serious fuel
cell development*

uther factors are of course involved
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although these are generally not technical in nature#
The progressive development of the steam engine, the
internal combustion engine, and much more recently,
nuclear power plants, abosrbed much of the engineering
power plant effort#

There was an economic consideration

also in that early fuel cells used platinum electrodes
which were far too costly for the individual scientist#
But now with the availability of modern catalyst
technology and the financial backing of government and
industry, impressive advancements have been made#
History shows that much was accomplished in fuel cell
technology before a scientific tinder standing of the
phenomena involved was attained; additionally it shows
that scientific understanding greatly enhances the rate
of progress*

An Indicator of this progress is the

fact that the electrical power requirements of the
manned Apollo spacecraft, which is intended to reach
the moon, will be supplied by a fuel cell with a re¬
liability of better than 0*9995#
The tremendous market potential (fig#l) of $200
million a year by 1970 ha3 brought a large number of
United States industrial firms into the picture#

These

companies approximate 70 in number and include companies
In such diverse fields as aeronautical, automotive,
battery, chemical, electrical, electronic, gas and

YEAR

MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL

FIGURE 1
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petroleum*

A far from Inclusive list follows:

General

Electric, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Tapco-Ionies, AerojetGeneral Corp., Aliis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Allison Division
of General Motors, Armour Research Institute, California
Research Qorp*, Chrysler Corp*, Consolidation Goal Co.,
Curtiss-Wright Corp*, Dow Chemical Co*, Electric Autolite
Co., Electric Storage Battery Co., Electro-Optical
Systems, Inc*, Engelhard Industries, Inc*, Esso Research
and Engineering Co*, Hoffman Electronics Corp*, M* W*
Kellogg Co*, Koppers Co*, Leesona Corp*, Lockheed Air¬
craft Corp*, Mine Safety Appliance Research Corp*,
Monsanto Chemical Co*, Radio Corp* of America, Resin
Research Laboratories, Speer Carbon Go*, Sundstrand
Machine Tool Co*, Union Carbide Corp*, Consumer Products
Co*, Ford Motor Co., Standard Indiana, Studebaker,
National Carbon Co. and Westinghouse Electric Corp*
Concurrent with United States efforts are those
of Great Britain where Chambers and Bacon are working
under sponsorship of the National Research Development
Corporation, and where the Central Electric Generating
Board has a large fuel cell program pertaining to
central power stations.

In addition a number of pri¬

vate companies are studying fuel cell systems, notably.
Chloride, British Petroleum, Hawker-Siddley, and Shell.
Fuel cell work by private concerns In Germany Is
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being done by Ruhrohemle, a# F# A#, Siemens, and A. E* 0#
At the university level, Bonn and Munster Universities
are involved and Braunschweig Institute of Technology
is particularly active where It Is reported that Prof*
Justi has found a way to use diesel oil a3 the fuel for
a cell*
An extensive fuel cell program under French sponsor¬
ship has been going on for several years at the French
Petroleum Institute and at the French Center of Electrical
Research#

Private French companies are also well repre¬

sented including St# G-obain, Picheney, Compagnle Sans
Fils and Compagnle Generale D’Electricite#
In Holland high-temperature systems are being
investigated by Broers#

A number of other countries

Including India, Australia, Japan, Russia and China
are also involved*

Little information la available

on the latter two countries, although it is known that
C# £# Davtyan designed and tested in the Soviet Union a
fuel cell employing air and CO electrodes separated by
a 3olid electrolyte and operating at 500-1000°C with an
efficiency of 8G$*
A variety of systems and concepts materialized
from the efforts of these Investigators on the basic
fuel cell principle#

Because of this great diversity

of fuel cell types, classification of them is not easy#

LESSON II

REVIEW OF ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY FUNDAMENTALS

LESSON XI
REVIEW OP ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY FUNDAMENTALS
Matter is made of atoms and molecules, with each
chemical element having a unique type of atom#

Molecules

are the combination of two or more atoms bonded together,
where the atoms may, or may not, be of the same element.
The atoms of all elements are believed to consist of
positive and negative electricity.

The negative elec¬

tricity exists in the form of electrons, which are grouped
in some way about the positive electricity as a nucleus,
ThU3 we see that the atom is composed of two parts?
much heavier nucleus and outer orbiting electrons.

the
Each

electron carries a negative charge, while the nucleus,
due to the protons, carries an equal and opposite positive
charge.

Therefore, in the normal state and there are

very few exceptions, the atom is neutral#

All atoms, of

whatever element, are constituted alike, since they all
consist of electrons and a nucleus#

The atom of one

element differs from that of another element only in the
number of electrons contained in it and in the quantity
of charge on the nucleus.

For example, the hydrogen atom

has one electron surrounding its nucleus which has an
opposing positive (+1) charge due to one proton.

The

oxygen atom consists of eight electrons in two orbit rings
and therefore its nucleus contains eight protons and a
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(+8) charge.

Although the number of electrons in an atom

varies with different elements it is important to remember
that the electrons in any one element are identical to
and interchangeable with those In any other element.
In fact, the electron itself is our smallest subdivision
of electricity,
Molecules are formed when atoms combine and when
they do so their outer orbit-ring electrons form Inter¬
atomic electron bonds,

Xn general it Is found that

compounds share eight electrons in the outer rings.
For example, six electrons are found In the outer ring
for oxygen, while hydrogen contains one.

Hence, two

hydrogen atoms with one electron each, and one oxygen
atom with six outer electrons, combine to form a water
molecule with eight electrons,

(Refer to water side

of figure 2 - note oxygen inner ring not shown)
For atoms to band together and form molecules it
Is necessary In most cases for energy to be externally
supplied to the reactants in order to raise their atomic
activities.

Upon reaching a critical energy level, the

bonding reaction begins, and energy is released from the
reaction.

If less energy Is released than the amount of

activation energy. It Is

* endothermic”

and the net

effect of this reaction is to absorb energy.

If more

energy is released than was originally required to activate
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tho reactants, the reaction Is ”exothermic” and the not
effect Is to give off energy*
A good example of an exothermic reaction is the com¬
bustion of hydrogen and oxygen*

Mixing them at room

temperature produces no reaction, but if sufficient heat
is applied to raise the mixture to 580°C then a violent
explosion occurs and 50,900 BTU per pound of hydrogen is
released in the form of heat and explosive work#
Catalysis is the alteration of tho speed of a chemical
reaction through 'she mere presence of an additional sub¬
stance known as a catalyst, the chemical composition of
which is unaffected by the reaction*

’The word catalyst

usually means a positive catalyst which accelerates a
chemical change; a negative catalyst inhibits a reaction*
The energy necessary to activate a reaction is much re¬
duced by the presence of a catalyst.

The catalyst required

at tho electrodo of a fuel coll has requirements 1:
of those usually applied to commercial catalysts*

onceS3
Id must

bo corrosion resistant, electrically conducting, and not
unduly expensive.
Molecular combinations can bo electrochemical instead
of thermochemical (combustion).

If so, the free energy of

reaction released by the chemical reaction is easily har¬
nessed electrical energy instead of heat and explosive work*
Most inorganic and some organic chemical compounds,
when in a molten state or when dissolved in water or
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other liquids become ionized; I.e. their molecules become
dissociated into positively and negatively charged com¬
ponents which have the property of conducting an electric
current.

During this process an atom, or a molecule,

gains or loses electrons, thereby upsetting the charge
balance of the atom.
Ionization of water produces hydroxyl (0H~) ions
and hydrogen (H*) ions.

Refer to figure 2,

The hydroxyl

Ion is one charge negative since it has an extra electron
and the hydrogen has lost Its only electron and is there¬
fore one charge positive.

It must be remembered that

the use of the minus sign does not mean that the particle
has lost an electron, but that tho atom has gained an
electron and thus gained a negative charge.

More than

one electron can be gained In which case more than one
minus sign will be used, e.g*

Of course the op¬

posite is true in regard to the positive sign.

Remember,

the atom has an over-all positive charge when It loses
an electron and on over-all minus charge when it gains
an electron.
Placing most active metals in a solution containing
Ions causes them to enter the solution in the form of
ions,

A very active metal like sodium ionizes so rapidly

In water that the reaction becomes very difficult to con¬
trol.

An Inactive metal like platinum is very difficult

to Ionize, even In a high temperature environment.
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When an electrode of an active motal is Immersed
In an Ionized solution atoms of the metal Immediately
release an electron to the electrode and motal Ions go
into solution#
Nemst.

(These phenomena were accounted for by

This tendency for the atoms of the electrode

to go Into solution in the form of ions is called
solution pressure*

If it is positive, the atom3 of the

electrode tend to go into solution as positive ions;
if It Is negative, positive ions tend to deposit on the
electrode and lose their charge.

In the first Instance,

the electrode acquires a negative charge and in the
second, a positive one*

If the electrodes are insulated

the electrostatic force thus brought Into play counter¬
acts the solution pressure and restricts the amount of
metal that goes Into solution*

solution pressure Is

analogous to osmotic pressure.

The face of the electrode

may be considered to be a semipermeable membrane for
ions; the metal and the solution form the media on
either side,)

The electrode becomes charged negatively*

Oppositely charged positive Ions are attracted from the
solution and create a positive film around the negatively
charged electron*

Further Ionisation I3 prevented by

this film and electrochemical equilibrium exists.
to figure 3,
The electrochemical process just described has
established a difference of potential between the

Refer
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FIGURE 3
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negatively charged metallic electrode and the positively
charged ion layer and is called the electrode potential.
Hie energy represented by the electric current resulting
from the 32. M. F. of a cell is derived from the chemical
changes which occur within the cell and its magnitude
depends on the relative concentrations and activities
of the ions and the metal ion3.

If two identical elec¬

trodes are placed in an electrolyte each in general
differs in potential from the electrolyte, but by the same
amount, so there is no difference of potential between
the electrodes* On the other hand, electrodes of different
materials differ in potential from the solution by
different amounts, and therefore differ in potential
from each other, this potential difference being the
E. M. F* of the cell.

Expressed differently one could

say that since the electrodes are of different materials,
dissimilar equilibrium conditions exist at each electrode
face and therefore a voltage can be measured between the
electrodes of this electrochemical cell*
If we connect the two cell electrodes by means of a
conductor the electrochemical equilibrium will be destroyed.
This results from the movement of electrons along the
circuit in response to the S. M. F. at the terminals
of the cell.

The electrical stress at each electrode

will therefore be diminished, with the result that
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additional metal will ionize and go into solution from
the negative electrode to compensate for the electron
flow to the positive plate and provide the needed ad¬
ditional electrons at the negative pole*

Positive ions

from, the solution will be attracted by electrons flowing
into the positive electrode*

These positive ions by

means of an electrochemical reaction will then acquire
the electrons from the electric current and the positive
electrode will be coated by the metal atoms#
The electron flow caused by an external electrical
load disturbs the ionic equilibrium at each electrode.
Individual electrode voltages are attenuated when
variations in electrode charges and in ion concentration
in the electrode-electrolyte film occur*

This loss of

potential during current flow is called polarisation
and is a factor of great importance in the design of
fuel cells*

Polarisation comes from some inhomogeneity

in the electrolyte caused by the ionic motion*

As an

example consider platinum electrodes in a sulphuric acid
solution.

When the SO4

reaches the anode, it gives up

it3 charge and combines with a water molecule to liberate
oxygen.

At the cathode hydrogen is liberated.

The

electrodes are surrounded by bundles of these gases and
behave more or loss like oxygen and hydrogen electrodes.
The potential drop in the surface layer depends on the
fraction of the surface effectively covered by these gases
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which i3 in turn determined by the nature of the electrode
surfaces and the current density*

In an electrochemical cell various elements generate
different voltages due to dissimilar activities and
ionization ability*

Theoretical equilibrium voltages

for different ionizable elements are given in the electro¬
motive series tables*

Blectrochemlsts find it extremely

difficult to directly measure the half-cell voltage
generated between the ions in the electrolyte and the
charged electrode*

Therefore they compare potentials

against a standardized electrode made of one of the
following; mercuric oxide. Calomel or hydrogen.

In the

tables the voltages given are either positive or negative
in accordance with their electrochemical activity re¬
lative to the standardized electrode*
This table ha3 many valuable applications*

An

important one i3 the fact that the algebraic difference
between the listed potential for two electrodes gives
approximately the E. M* F* that is developed by a cell
corresponding to the specifications*

For Instance, a

cadmium silver cell has a potential of 1.20 volts because
when measured against a standardized hydrogen electrode,
silver has a value of +0*80 volts and cadmium has a
value of -0*40 volts and the algebraic difference between
the two is 0*80 - (-*0.40) equals 1.20 volts.
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/mother application comes from the fact that in
choosing metals to act as electrodes in voltaic cells
(l*e* an ordinary electrolytic cell), the farther apart
the metals chosen, the greater the electromotive force
of the voltaic cell.
The electrochemical colls we have described, are
widely used as dry batteries (primary cells), storage
batteries (secondary colls) and reduction cells
(aluminum and chemical production)*

LESSON III
PRINCIPLES OF THE FUEL CELL PROCESS

LESSOK III
PRINCIPLES OP THE FUEL CELL PROCESS
In lesson 1 we described the fuel cell as a primary
electrochemical cell in which electric power is produced
directly by the oxidation of some kind of fuel.

It is an

electrochemical device in which the reactants and the
reaction products are not stored within the case as they
are in a battery*

Instead, reactants are stored separately

and fed continuously to the electrodes and although some
accumulation of reaction products can be tolerated,
they must be effectively removed for long tens functioning*
Power is generated as long as these processes continue
and as long as there is no change in the electrodes or
electrolyte*
In the following discussion It will be noted that
the use of the words, anode (positive) and cathode
(negative) are carefully avoided*

This is because a

given electrode can be correctly called by either term
(and occasionally Is) depending on whether you are con¬
sidering the outside of the electrode or the inside.

If

your reference point is external, the fuel electrode is
the cathode (negative) and the oxidant electrode is the
anode (positive).

With an internal reference point the

fuel electrode is the anode (positive) and the oxidant
electrode is the cathode (negative)*

The avoidance of

both terms will obviously eliminate considerable confusion*
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Think of the electrodes as the fuel electrode and the
oxidant electrode and remember that the electrons flow
from the fuel electrode through the external load and
back to the oxidant electrode*
A fuel cell can be a very simple device, such as
figure 4, although in this case it is only of value as
a laboratory experiment.

Even in this example, however,

the electrochemistry is exceedingly complex,belying its
mechanical simplicity.
A practical typical cell, figures 5 and 6, contains
two electrodes, an electrolyte and individual chambers
for introduction of the ^el and oxidizer into opposite
sides of the cell.

Porous electrodes are used and they

generally are impregnated with a catalytic material.
However on some cells, the catalyst is a separate sheet
pressed against the electrode surface.

The electrolyte

can be a liquid or a solid, but it must be a good ion
conductor.
In use, hydrogen is fed from an external source
to the fuel electrode.

The hydrogen molecules which

are under pressure, enter the pore3 of the electrode,
react with the catalyst and break up into individual atoms.
The electrolyte, which is a liquid solution in this
instance, penetrates the opposite side of the electrodefs
pores to a depth determined by the viscosity of the

SIMPLE FUEL CELL

FIGURE 4
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ENLARGED CROSS SECTION
THROUGH DUAL PORE HYDROX ELECTRODES

BASIC FUEL CELL
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FIGURE 5
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solution and the fuel pressure*
The hydrogen atoms, catalytic agent and electrolyte
all meet within the pore where a reaction occurs.

At

this reaction site the hydrogen atoms react with hydroxyl
Ions found in the electrolyte solution to form water and
to release electrons to the electrode.

Refer to figure 7.

Depending on the relative water vapor pressure In the
gaseous fuel and the vapor pressure of the liquid electro¬
lyte, the water is either dissolved Into the electrolyte
or passed out through the fuel pores in gaseous form.
The electrons travel through an external load to do useful
work, and then return to the cell at the oxidant electrode.
An observation is in order at this point to the
effect that we do not fully understand what happens at
the oxidant electrode*

The most learned electrochemists

do not comprehend the exact sequence of events, although
they know what the overall effect is.

It is believed

that most of the losses of efficiency that occur in a
fuel cell, happen at the oxidant electrode.

TWith these

thoughts in mind let us continue, using more of a mechanical
engineering approach than that of an electrochemist.
Oxygen Is forced through the pores of the oxidant
electrode and in the presence of catalytic agents within
the pore, reacts ?/Ith the electrolyte where hydroxyl
Ions and water are formed.

These ions then pass through

the pore into the electrolyte and back to the fuel

HYDROGEN ELECTRODE REACTION

FIGURE 7
54
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electrode.

The ionic equilibrium of the electrolyte is

maintained because the two hydroxyl ions that are formed at
the oxidant electrode are balanced by the two hydroxyl
ions that are consumed at the fuel electrode*

An equili¬

brium condition does not oxi3t however in regard to the
water since two molecules of water are generated at the
fuel electrode while only one molecule of water is con¬
sumed at the oxidant electrode*

In the more advanced

elevated temperature fuel cells, such as the Bacon cell
design being promoted by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, a
surplus of hydrogen is supplied to and recirculated
through the cell to carry off the by-product water and to
eliminate the small amount of waste heat*
The electrochemical reactions occurring in a fuel
cell are very similar to those which take place in the
basic electrochemical cell*

Typical equations for the

hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell are a3 follows:
Fuel Electrode:
Oxygen Electrodes
Overall Reaction:

Hg + 2QH~-> 2HgO + 2o
* HgQ * 2e —^ 20H**
Ho + iOo —> Ho0 + electrical
^
energy

E0 (Theoretical voltage) 3 1#23 volts
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FUEL CELL SYSTEMS - PRESENT

LESS OH IV*
FUEL CELL SYSTEMS - PRESENT
Fuel call interest today 13 spread over a variety
of different types.

This is to be expected in view of

the large number of investigators involved*

In general,

however these types all fall Into six different class©s,
which will now be described,
1-

Low Temperature (up to 100°0) and Pressure

Hydrogen-Oxygen (Hydrox) Aqueous Electrolyte - Best
example of this class is unit manufactured by the Union
Carbide Consumers Products Company (formerly National
Carbon Company)*

Ho other company has obtained

equivalent high current density performance for this
class cell.

The cell uses electrodes made of porous

carbon impregnated with catalysts and waterproofing com¬
pounds and a 60% KOH electrolyte and consumes hydrogen
and oxygen at about 60°C#

Pressure is atmospheric,

Cases and the alkaline electrolyte meet in pores and
it is Important to prevent flooding of the pores.
Advantages of this type are:

instant starting -

light inexpensive construction materials such as plastic
because of lev/ operating temperatures.
Disadvantages are;

heat and water rejection difficult

because of low temperature*

Waste heat liberated at a

temperature too low to be useful.

Highly active catalysts,

which may be expensive, are necessary.

Cell efficiency

38
limited to 80% because of* side reactions at the oxidant
electrode#

(Refer figure 8).

An advanced model of the low temperature fuel cell
is the Justi cell#

Developed in Oermany, it has sintered

Raney nickel and silver skeleton alloy electrodes for
hydrogen and oxygen respectively.

The Raney alloys

(Raney Nickel Company, Chattanooga, Term*) are made by
casting nickel-aluminum or silver aluminum alloys#
Phase separation occurs on solidification of these
systems*

The solidified metal consists of an aluminum-

rich phase Interpenetrating a nickel-rich matrix#

The

aluminum-rich phase is dissolved by caustic and leaves
an extremely porous nickel skeleton of high catalytic
activity known as D S K (double Skelton catalyst).
Justi used grading of pore 3izes to balance the gaselectrolyte boundary in the porous electrode*
2-

Intermediate Temperature Fuel Cell (1QQ-50Q°0),

High Pressure, Hydrogen Fuel, Aqueous Electrolyte (Bacon
Cell) - Being developed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Uses bi-porous nickel electrodes and 30% K 0 H electrolyte,
and operates on hydrogen and oxygen gases at 200°G,
600psi.

A modified version operates at atmospheric

pressure, 250°C v/ith an electrolyte of 85% KOH.

The

bi-porous electrodes are siaod so that they are larger
on the gas side than on the electrolyte side#

This prevents

OW TEMPERATURE FUEL CELL
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the hydrogen and oxygen from expelling the electrolyte
from the pores and the reverse danger of flooding the
electrode pores with electrolyte.

This is important,

since the active electrode reaction sites are where the
gase3 and the electrolyte meet in pores.

Temperatures

of 200°C must be obtained before the nickel electrodes
become hydrogen and. oxygen catalysts.
Advantages of this type are:

Refer figures 9,9a,10.

heat and water re¬

jection is simplified because of the intermediate operat¬
ing temperature range, and expensive catalysts are not
needed.

High current density and very high efficiencies

are possible.
Disadvantages ares
up delay.

Preheaters require some start¬

Corrosive electrolyte at elevated temperatures

require careful selection of materials.

Electrode

corrosion can be controlled but gasket material is vul¬
nerable.

Pressure differences between fuel, oxygen and

electrolyte must be controlled within a fraction of a
per cent.

Safety problem exists since uncontrolled mix¬

ture of hydrogen and oxygen under high pressure and
temperature is extremely dangerous.
3-

High Temperature EuellCells (above 390°C) -

Active catalysts have not yet been developed for certain
fuels and in these cases, resorting to high operating
temperatures (between 300° end 800oC) increases the
reactivity of such fuels.

These high temperature cells

WATER VAPOR

41

FIGURE 9

ENLARGED CROSS-SECTION

ELECTRODE STRUCTURE

FIGURE 9a
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us© ©lGctrolyt©3 mad© of mixtures of molten chlorides,
carbonates and hydrides because the water in aqueous
electrolytes will vaporize.

In a common version of this

type cell porous metal electrodes are supported on a
ceramic matrix which contains a molten sodium-lithium
carbonate electrolyte.
cell.

There are two variations of this

One operates on hydrogen fuel and either oxygen

or air oxidant (figure 11).

The other functions on

methane and either oxygen or air oxidant and is sufficient¬
ly important to warrant a separate classification, thus
this type becomes number four. (Refer to figure 12.)
The temperature of the cells (both variations) is 600°C
and Is capable of using carbon monoxide and several
hydrocarbon fuels.
Advantages of thi3 type are:

direct use of hydro¬

carbons and air, fuel cell reaction releases a sub¬
stantial amount of heat energy which can be useful In
many applications and water removal is conveniently
accomplished.
Disadvantages are:

expensive construction required

in order to resist extreme corrosive conditions encount¬
ered at very high temperatures with molten electrolytes*
Carbon depositation by hydrocarbons Is a problem at the
high temperatures.

High internal cell resistance due to

large amount of resistance between the electrodes and the
electrolyte*

This limits the cell to the relatively low

LOAD

HYDROGEN FUEL

*

HIGH TEMPERATURE FUEL CELL
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FIGURE 11
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power density of approximately 60 ampere3 per square foot,

The best application for the high temperature fuel
cell appears to be as fixed plant electrical generators
where low cost coal and water can be reacted at high
temperatures to form hydrogen and carbon monoxide which
can be used in the fuel cell#

The high heat rejection

of the fuel cell can be beneficially utilized in the
coal convertor*

This would permit a very high overall

efficiency, close to 100$, but actual construction of
such a system is well in the future*
5-

Ion Exchange Cells - One type of this cell

(figure 15) utilizes platinum-metal electrodes which
are bonded to each side of an ion exchange membrane.
This membrane Is a very thin {0.030”) sheet of sulphonated
phenol r©3in.

Reactant gas©3 are brought to either side

of the membrane; electron exchange then occurs at the
catalyst-membrane interface and current flows.

Very

little is known about the membrane-catalyst electrode
reaction mechanisms*

The membrane (electrolyte) has

the property of selectivity In that It transports
cations but not anions*

Thus hydrogen gas ionizes at

its electrodes, the Ions formed pass through the mem¬
brane and then combine with oxygen to form water at the
oxygen electrode.

A woven cloth wick Is placed In the

channel of each oxygen electrode current collector.
water formed has a significant vapor pressure at the

The
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FIGURE 13
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60°C cell operating temperature and therefore water vapor
is carried to the wick, where it condenses.

For

3pace

vehicle application this water would then be removed
for storage as potable water.
The advantages of the ion-exchange membrane fuel cell
which had much of its development work done by General
Electrio are:

non-diluting characteristics of the

electrolyte; instant start-up; problem of maintaining
the gas-electrolyte boundary in the pores Is almost
entirely eliminated; water removal Is easy because the
resin electrolyte cannot absorb more than a small amount
of moisture; compactness is a big factor (General Electric
replaced a battery, piston engine generator charger
pack weighing 135 pounds with a 30 pound ion-exchange
fuel cell»)
Disadvantages ares

catalysts which are required

are expensive; since the membrane (resin) must be kept
wet the amount of water in the ceil must be controlled;
heat rejection is a problem but can be solved by cir¬
culating a liquid coolant to each cell; maximum current
density Is about 50 amperes per square foot probably
due to low conductivity to Ion-transfer between the
reaction zone and the membrane; the danger of direct
combination of the reactions if a membrane perforates.
6-

Low Temperature and Pressure Hydrocarbon Cells

(Carbox) - Ideally this would measure up to the following

50
criteria*

A fuel cell which would consume cheap hydro¬

carbon fuels directly; would use air as the oxidant;
would do this at room temperature and pressure; would
al30 be of reasonable size and cost; and would have high
reliability and long life.
Obviously the most desirable type of fuel cell but
unfortunately one of the least advanced#

Some success

has been obtained with the oxidation of hydrocarbons and
carbon containing fuels in low temperature (100°C or less).
Compounds such as alcohol, aldehydes and hydrocarbons
(methane, ethane, propane and ethylene) are among those
fuels which have been oxidized*
Allis Chalmers has perhaps been the most successful
developer of the carbox cell*

They built a farm tractor

powered by a carbox cell fueled with propane*

Because

of the highly competitive nature of the carbox cell,
Allis Chalmers has released no detailed Information about
this equipment*

Most experts believe that the electrodes

are of very thin porous nickel construction separated
by an electrolyte of aqueous potassium hydroxide ab¬
sorbed in a thin asbestos matrix#

Very close electrode

spacing is possible with this matrix which also controls
the amount of v/ater which can be absorbed into the
electrolyte#

The cell functions best at 60°C but has

been started at below 0°C temperatures*
A possible carbox fuel cell type (not Allis Chalmers

51
tractor installation) is shown in figure 14*
In addition to the above classifications the follow¬
ing terminology is also In order♦
A-

\

,

Non-regenerative type - This means that no attempt

is made to re-use the fuel or oxldiser after reaction
has occurred*
B~

Regenerative type - Waste product - such as

water -is electrolysed to form hydrogen and oxygen
which are then fed back into the cell*

External

power i3 needed to bring about decomposition of the
waste product*

This introduces an added complexity

and therefore regenerative cells are behind nonregenerative types In development*

Regenerative

cells are more important in space applications
where the electrical storage requirements are
paramount factors.
C-

Redox - The word stands for reductant-oxidant*

The electrodes are Immersed in individual electrolyte
solutions, separated by an impermeable ion-conducting
membrane*

Chemical intermediates are used to con¬

vert the energy of reaction Into electricity*

Thus,

the difficulties associated with electrode porosity
and fuel purity are eliminated.
D- Biological Generator - A highly exotic type that
has received much publicity, although It Is only In
the laboratory stage at present.

The results
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obtained to-date do not justify the amount of
attention received*

No detailed information is

available but organic material (bacteria) is the
fuel and air or oxygen the oxidizer*

In the future

biochemical fuel colls may find use where long
life, very low-power output systems are required*
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LESSON V
EXPLANATION OF BACON TYPE SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM

; i.

LESION V
explanation op bacon type system and subsystem
A representative Bacon type hydro* system is shown
in figures 10 and 15*

The term "Powercel” is a trade

name applied to a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft developed
Bacon cell*

Module means an assembled sandwich of

series connected cells*
Hydrogen and oxygen are pumped through precision
pressure regulators which with the assistance of a
control system holds the pressure differences between
the hydrogen* oxygen and potassium hydroxide (KOH)
electrolyte* to within a fraction of a percent*

This

meticulous pressure control is necessary in order to
maintain the proper reaction sites {refer to figure 16}
or interface between the KOH electrolyte and the oxygen
or hydrogen gas in each porous electrode*

The result is

electricity, water and a small amount of heat*

Hydrogen

is supplied to and recirculated through the module to
carry off exhaust water and to remove the small amount
of waste heat*

In addition to the pressure regulation

function previously mentioned, the control system regulates
v/ater content and temperature within the module.

Pre¬

heating may be accomplished, as in figure 15, by inserting
an external electric heater into the module for starting
purposes, and then withdrawing the heater once the flow

56
FIGURE 15
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FIGURE 16
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of current starts since the heat of reaction is more
than sufficient to maintain the proper operating tempera¬
tures#

In other cases, 3uch as figure 17, reactant

gases pass through the preheater on their way to the
fuel cell#
Figure 18 portrays a very simplified schematic
drawing of a fuel cell power plant system in which the
electrolyte 13 circulated through a water-electrolyte
separator, thereby eliminating the water, and returned
to the fuel cell.
A study of figure 16 followed by figures 15 and 17
makes one realize that while the fuel cell principle
itself is simple to demonstrate, the engineering involved
in a practical system is complex and as we previously
stated in Lesson III, the electrochemistry is not even
fully understood*

02 TANK

HYDROX FUEL CELL
POWERPLANT

t>9

FIGURE 17

FUEL CELL POWERPLANT SCHEMATIC

FIGURE 18
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CARNOT EFFICIENCY, THERMAL EFFICIENCY AND POLARIZATION
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LESSON VI
CARNOT EFFICIENCY, THERMAL EFFICIENCY AND POLARIZATION
The efficiency of heat cycle engines Is limited by
the Carnot theorem which states that the heat output of
a device is equal to the amount of heat input minus
internal losses*

By virtue of the Carnot limitation

the theoretical maximum efficiency is limited to:
T1 * ^2

where Ti is the absolute temoerature of the

heat source and Tg is the absolute temperature of the
rejected heat (usually atmospheric absolute temperature)*
This law of Carnot holds whenever heat energy is
used to do work*

As an example we might talc© a steam

turbine generator (refer to figure 19).

Assume the

turbine inlet temperature equals 900°F and the turbine
discharge temperature equals 70°F*

Then:

Tq = 900° + 460° = 1360° R
T2 *

70° + 460° *

530° R

By Carnots theorem the turbine maximum theoretical
efficiency * 1360 - 530 a 53$ (or 100 - 53) 3 47$ loss*

-I3Sff~
It can be seen that in order to attain the highest Carnot
efficiencies, the heat cycle engines must be designed
for very high temperatures*
high in relation to T2#

This is so that Ti will be

The upper limit for Tq, however.

Is governed by the ability of materials to withstand

CHEMICAL

HEAT

MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL

CONVENTIONAL STEAM TURBINE
GENERATOR

FIGURE 19
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high temperatures*

Metallurgical progress, particularly

in the last fifteen years, has been able to raise this
upper limit, but gains are slow*

The lower limit Tg

is either atmospheric temperatures or available cooling
sinks*
But there is also mechanical friction and heat
losses to the surroundings which adds up to another
20$ loss.

The boiler itself due to incomplete combustion

and exhaust heat losses has a total loss of 10$ and the
electrical generator has a 5$ loss.

Then the over-all

thermal conversion efficiency equals:
100 x (1*00 - 0*10) x (1.00 - 0*47) x (1*00 - 0.20)
x (1.00 - 0*05) s 55$
Because the fuel cell is not a heat engine, it is
not subject to the Carnot cycle thermal efficiency
limitation which restricts most heat engine efficiencies
to 40$ or less.
A heat engine transforms the fuel energy to heat and
then gathers the energy of molecules and atoms which are
moving in a random fashion*
In a fuel cell however the chemical energy associated
vfith the oxidation of the fuel is not first degraded to
heat, instead it functions isothermally.

electrical

energy is obtained directly from the ordered and oriented
movement of ion3 and electrons which occurs during the
reaction

Although the chemical energy is converted directly
into electrical energy it still has some heat losses
and inefficiencies*

While the heat of the reaction

Delta H represents the total heat energy available in
the fuel, only Delta F the free energy is available for
electrochemical conversion.

For all practical chemical

reactions in fuel cell3, the reaction i3 exothermic and
for that reason Delta F is less than Delta H*

The

difference between Delta H and Delta F is the result
of an inherent heat loss accompanying exothermic reactions.
If Delta H is available for theme chemical work and
T Delta S is the inherent heat generated in the reaction,
the amount of energy available for electrochemical work,
Delta F, is:

Delta F = Delta H - T Delta 3.

Therefore,

the maximum thermal efficiency equals
Delta H - T Delta 3 .
-D“eT€a“l-

The inherent heat loss, T Delta 3

is composed of two factors, the temperature of the reaction,
T, and a variable for each reaction Delta S.

The amount

of heat generated due to this T Delta S factor is a
function of the reaction temperature.
When reactions are carried out at reasonably low
temperatures (70-400°F) which is the goal of most fuel
cell research, this loss is small.

For example, in the

hy&rogen^oxygen reaction producing gaseous water it
amounts to Just 6% of the heat of reaction at 70°F.
1000°C, however, the amount of energy lost to heat

At
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increases to 36$.
There is, therefore, an inverse relationship
between the fuel cell and the heat engine.
thermal efficiency

The maximum

decreases as the fuel cell

reaction temperature rises; the maximum thermal efficiency
or Carnot efficiency increases as the heat cycle engine
operating temperature increases*
Within a practical temperature range, however, the
fuel cell is always thermally more efficient, although
the fuel cell loses 3ome of its thermal efficiency
advantage as the reaction and operating temperatures
rise*

nevertheless, even if new materials would allow

the operation of heat cycle engines at an extreme
temperature of, let u3 say 17Q0°C, instead of the prac¬
tical current limit in gas turbines of about 1000°C
the room temperature fuel cell would still have a higher
efficiency*
jDuring lesson II we discussed polarization of
electrochemical cells and mentioned that it was very
important to take polarization into account v/hon designing
fuel cells.

The voltage of a fuel cell may be calculated

from the energy made available by the overall chemical
process occurring in the cell.

It is relatively easy

to assemble a cell which provides the theoretical voltage.
It Is much more difficult, however, to maintain this
voltage In operation, since the voltage tends to fall
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when a current is drawn from the cell—an effect known
as polarisation*
There are three basic types of polarisation:
A-

Activation, which is the energy required

by the catalyst to break up gas molecules, or
it may be expressed as the slow chemical
processes which retard the availability of
electrons at the eloctrod© surface causing
activation polarisation.
B-

Concentration, which limits the rat© of

replenishment of ion3 within the electrolyte
as they are used at the electrodes*

It is the

slow transport processes in bringing reactants
or products to or from the electrode,
C-

Ohmic, which is the total internal resis¬

tance of the cell, or if you prefer, the
electrical resistance losses in the cell
components.

(Refer to figure 20),

It is for this reason that the most meaningful
measurement of any cell’s efficiency is Its current
density, or number of amperes that can be drawn from a
given square unit of electrode surface - amperes per
square foot or mil11ampere3 per square centimeter.
This figure represents the current flow that can be
generated from a voltage applied through the cell’s
electrolyte, for an electrode of given 3ize and material.

CURRENT DENSITY (AMPS/FT2)

OHMIC POLARIZATION

FIGURE 20
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Concentration and ohmic polarization are reduced
by structural changes in the cell components; activation
polarization is reduced by increasing the activity of
the electrodes themselves*
Although it is impossible to measure the actual
contribution of every polarization element, it is
feasable by means of a reference electrode, to isolate
and study the total polarization losses at the fuel and
oxygen electrodes, and across the cell electrolyte#
The Insertion of a third electrode in the electrolyte
solution makes it possible to measure the potential dif¬
ference between the reference electrode and the electrode
under study*

Even when the cell electrodes arc under

heavy loads, the reference electrode remains unpolarized,
because essentially no current is drawn from it*

Some

ohmic resistance does exist between the working and
reference electrodes, but an Intricate electronic device
can be used to eliminate the effect of this resistance.
In this way a true voltage reading at the electrodes
may be obtained and an evaluation of polarization
voltages made.

Figures 20, 21, and 22 represent the

localized polarizations in a representative fuel cell*
Adding these three polarization curves together gives
U3 the total polarization curve for the cell (figure 2d).
The polarization is largely duo to the oxygen electrode
at the lov/er range of current densities, and to the
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electrolyte resistance at the higher range.
Figure 24 is obtained by subtracting the total
polarization losses, (figure 23), from the theoretical
maximum voltage*
Since fuel cell efficiency -

tixeoretical maximum
cell voltage

v/e obtain figure 25 by substituting in the above
equations the values shown in figure 24.
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LESSOH VII
FUEL CELLS IH A GROUND TRANSPORT APPLICATION

LESSON VII
FUEL CELLS IN A GROUND TRANSPORT APPLICATION
It Is highly probable that one of the earliest
commercial applications for fuel cells will be in trucks
used for city delivery service*

Electrically driven

vehicles with their silence and clean exhaust will be
particularly welcome in the cities*

Widespread use of

fuel cell vehicles would go a long way toward the
elimination of smog In a city like Los Angeles*
But aside from making the city a more pleasant and
healthier place to work and live,the fuel cell has a
clear advantage in terms of performance and operating
costs In certain applications, such as the city delivery
truck*
For comparison purposes let us take a 7000 pound
urban delivery truck*

Mileage is generally low, usually

less than 50 miles per day with many starts and stops*
In fact studies have shown that most city delivery trucks
are moving only about two hours out of an eight and onehalf hour day*

The rest of the time the vehicle is

stationary with the engine idling*

A top speed of 30

miles per hour on a level road is considered satisfactory
in most cases*
With these criteria in mind Bacon cells and internal
combustion engine powerplants can be selected based on
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the power required at 30 miles per hour on a level road*
In a series wound direct current electric motor the
torque i3 proportional to the square of the armature
current, tinder most conditions*

She exception occurs

when the motor Is heavily overloaded*

In this case

field saturation exists and the torque increases directly
with the current instead of the square of the current*
Over almost its entire operating range however the
series motor provides large increases In torque for
relatively small increases in current*

The armature speed,

however, varies Inversely with torque and current change.
Thus Y/hen torque and current increase, armature speed
decreases, and conversely, as torque and current decrease,
speed can increase greatly*
It Is apparent from these characteristics that
series motors are desirable Y/here high torque is necessary
and speed changes are not critical*

In other words, it

is ideally suited for our city delivery truck*
Our comparison then will be a direct current motor
powered by a 3acon fuel cell versus a gasoline powered,
internal combustion engine coupled to a conventional
3-speed transmission*

Using typical performance character¬

istics for both powerplants, figure 26 shows the torque
available at the wheels as a function of speed, and
figure 27 Illustrates the power available at the wheels
as a function of speed*

PERCENT MAXIUM SPEED

TYPICAL TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 26

3f»DiJO± J_N3Dd3d

PERCENT MAXIUM SPEED

TYPICAL POWER CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 27
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Clearly, the fuel cell installation is superior in
torque and power over the complete range*
It is particularly important to note the high start¬
ing torque (figure 26) of the fuel cell powered truck*
This is of course, as explained earlier, due to the use
of the series direct curront motor, and it means that the
truck will have the ability to start under heavy load
and accelerate rapidly.

For many installations the power-

plant is not sized at top speed but rather by acceleration
or hill climbing requirements at part speed*

In these

Instances, because of its superior part load performance,
the fuel cell series motor combination can have a sub¬
stantially lower rating (a3 little as one half in some
cases) than the comparable internal combustion engine*
When this effect is considered it Is found that the
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, series motor combination, is
competitive in size and weight with the internal combustion
engine Installation*
For the same delivery truck figure 28 represents
a comparison cf the fuel consumption of an internal
combustion powerplant and an advanced type Bacon cell,
both burning the same economical hydrocarbon fuel*

The

gray band for the fuel cell Indicates a range of fuel
consumptions dependent on the method used for reacting
the fuel, l*e*, direct oxidation or prereacting using a
reformer (refer to lesson VIII for details)*

The duty
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cycle chosen for comparison assumed operating time as
follows:
power*

40$ at idle, 40$ at cruise and 20$ at rated
Operation on level ground was also assumed*

Under these circumstances it was found that the fuel
cell required 40 to 60$ of the fuel required by the
Internal combustion engine, and this information is
clearly shown on figure 28*

PERCENT RATED POWER

TYPICAL POWERPLANT PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON USING SAME FUEL

FIGURE 28
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LESSON VIII
FUEL CONSIBEHAflONS-'TLGHNICAL AND ECONOMIC

LESSON VIII
FUEL CONSIBERATIONS-TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC
A wide variety of substances are being considered
as fuels for fuel cells*

Some of the most promising

fuels may be grouped as follows;
A- High Energy Fuels-Hydrogen (50,900 BTU per
pound)
B- Hydrocarbon Fuels-Methane. Ethylene, Propane,
Oasoline, Kerosene, and Diesel Fuel,
C- Alcohols-Methanol and Ethanol

D- Hydrides of Nitrogen-Ammonia and Hydrazine

In a fuel system are determined by the following criteria
1- Ease of reaction
2- Energy content
5- Current and projected energy cost
4- Ease of handling
Coincidently, the cost of fuels at present Is roughly
proportional to the ease of using them.

A study of the

relationship of ease of reaction, cost, and ea3e of hand¬
ling shows that the fuels lowest In cost and easiest to
handle are the least reactive electrochemlcally.

Com¬

promises, therefore, in the selection of a fuel must be
made In so far as three of the four considerations are
concerned.

Compromises are generally not possible In

regard to energy content, in those applications where

»*

The suitability and usefulness of a particular fuel
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fuel weight or fuel volume is critical*
Fuel can be reacted in a fuel cell in a number of
ways3 as shown in figure 29.

When the fuel is sufficiently

reactive it can be oxidized directly in the fuel cell.
An alternate approach when the fuel is not reactive
enough, is to prereact the fuel to produce hydrogen plus
impurities (carbon dioxide or nitrogen depending on the
fuel).

This impure hydrogen can be sent directly to a

fuel cell which can tolerate the impure hydrogen, or it
can be put through a purifier to separate the impurities
and then sent to a conventional hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell.
Oxidation of the fuel directly in the fuel cell, is
of course,the simplest and most desirable method.
Most fuels react at lower rates than hydrogen, however,
even in the presence of catalysts and at elevated tem¬
peratures,

Fuel cell weight and volume Increase rapidly

with decreasing reaction rates.

This tends to make such

a powerplant less competitive with the internal combustion
engine because of its size.

The alternate approach - to

prereact the fuel in compact appropriate equipment - can
make U3e of less reactive fuels.

The method to be used

clearly depends on the reactivity of the fuel at hand.
Cell temperature and the presence of catalysts, in
great measure govern the ability of a fuel to react at
a sufficiently fast rate*

Chemical activity is difficult

to evaluate quantitatively because the knowledge of

FIGURE 29
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complex electrochemical reactions and of catalytic pro¬
cesses is not complete*

The following groupings, listed

one through fire in decreasing order of reactivity!
indicate the relative ease of reaction of the various
fuels:
1- Hydrogen is the most reactive fuel*
2- Fuels which can be readily broken down to
yield hydrogen, such as hydrazine and ammonia,
3- Alcohols, such a3 methanol and ethanol,
already have one oxygen atom present and are
readily oxidized through intermediate aldehydes
and acid3 to carbon dioxide.
4-

Olefins or unsaturated hydrocarbons, such

as ethylene, propylene, and butylene.

These

do not occur naturally but are abundant pro¬
ducts of the petroleum industry*
5- Saturated hydrocarbons (paraffins) are the
least reactive fuels and are found as naturally
occurring petroleum products*

Except for the

fact that methane (the principal constituent of
natural gas), is Bruch less reactive than ethane,
propane and butane, the ease of reaction de¬
creases in order of increasing molecular weight.
Gasoline and diesel fuel are examples of mixtures
of olefins and paraffins*
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The heating value of fuels is of equal importance
to the fuel cell, which converts the energy in a fuel
to electric energy electroehemically, and to the heat
engine, which converts the fuel energy to heat.

Thi3

is because the heating value of the fuel controls the
energy output per pound of fuel consumed*
Cost also is very important, no matter what the
energy conversion system Is*

This is particularly true

of fuel cells, since high efficiency i3 its main asset
and expensive fuels, of course, minimize this advantage*
The following table illustrates fuel specific

FUEL

ENERGY
DENSITY
BTU per
pound

1

H

TABLE

CD

energy comparisons and current energy costs*

ENERGY
COST
Dollars per
Million BTU

Miles per
KWH

1- Hydrogen

50,900

9*00

51.40

2- Gasoline

20,800

1.02

3*80

3- Propane

20,400

0*93

3*15

4- Methane

15,600

0*72

2.41

5- Methanol

9,360

4*84

16.50

6- Ammonia

9,000

4*66

15*90

It can be seen from table 8-1 that hydrocarbons
currently show an economic advantage over hydrogen,
methanol and ammonia fuels.

Fuel costs, however, are a

function of various factors, one being quantity used*
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TABLE 8-2
MILLIONS OF TONS
FUEL

ANNUALLY

Hydrogen

0.189

Methanol

1,006

Ammonia

4.812

Gasoline

182.000

Table 8-2 compares the use of hydrogen, methanol,
ammonia and gasoline in the United States during 1960.
If we assume a future increase in production of
hydrogen, ammonia and methanol comparable to the increase
in gasoline production for the years 1947-1960, we can
apply the cost trend of gasoline to the current cost
of hydrogen, ammonia and methanol and extrapolate a
future cost.

This is represented in figure 50.

Using the estimated future fuel costs,figure 30,
figure 31 compares the fuel consumption costs of fuel
cells using non-hydrocarbon fuels, with those of the
gasoline internal combustion engine (gasoline recipro¬
cating engine).

The results show that even a hydrogen

fuel coll may be close to competing with a gasoline
engine in those applications where the powerplant is sized
for acceleration or hill climbing abilities at low speed
as explained in lesson VII.
Ammonia and methanol fuel cells may eventually be
more economical than the gasoline engine and a fuel cell
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YEAR

FUEL

FIGURE 30

1944

1948

1952

1956

yH-MM/Sdvnoa
YEAR

I960

1964

1968

1972

1976

FIGURE 31
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using a hydrocarbon fuel would have a specific fuel cost
approximately half that of the gasoline reciprocating
engine•
Ease of handling and fuel storage is a consideration
of importance in powerplant applications.
Diesel oil, gasoline and methanol rank highest in this
respect.

They are not corrosive and are storable as

liquids at ambient pressure and temperature.

Next

comes propane and ammonia, which require moderate pres¬
sures for liquid storage at ambient temperature.
is non corrosive and ammonia is toxic.

Propane

The moot trouble¬

some group to store and handle are hydrogen, methane and
ethylene which require cryogenic temperatures to be stored
a3 a liquid.

Cryogenic hydrogen is the most difficult

to handle due to the extremely low temperature involved.
Recent experience, however, with liquid hydrogen fueled
rockets, show that while vacuum jacketed tanks and
transfer pipes are required, liquid hydrogen is not
nearly so difficult to store, transfer or transport as
imagined.

Storage properties of various fuels are

shown in figure 52.
Biochemical fuel cells were mentioned briefly at
the end of lesson IV, and although they are very far
off in the future, any discussion of fuel cost should
mention thorn.
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In one concept bacteria with an appetite for
specific minerals are placed together with them in a
container of sea water.

As the bacteria eat the minerals,

the latter’s electrical state changes.

This change of

state, occurring during metabolic processes, is then the
source of current since it creates an electron movement.
The use of such a biochemical fuel cell for pro¬
duction of electrical energy may have limited appli¬
cations for specialised purposes.

The chief advantage,

perhaps, lies in the utilization of a groat variety of
organic materials which may otherwise bo of little or
no commercial value.
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LESSOH IX
ADVANTAGES AND BISAWANTAGES, GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
AND PREDICTIONS

AS

The advantages of the fuel cell sire impressive*
as they would have to be to justify the amount of re¬
search that is now being devoted to the subject*

Some

important advantages are;
1- High Efficiency-Low Fuel Consumption
This is the most significant advantage of
all and therefore the fuel ceil Is of interest
in all power applications where fuel and
operating costs are dominant *
2- Efficiency of a fuel cell system is independent
of its size.
This is of oourse not true for Carnot cycle
limited devices*

For example* a small gasoline

electric generator is much less efficient than
a centred power station*

a o

fuel cell*

on the other hand will operate at the came
efficiency as a 50 megawatt installation*
This is due to the modular construction feature
and means that in practical applications, the
individual cells are packaged in individual
modules and electrically connected in series
or parallel*

Figure 35 shows the modular

i
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FIGURE 33
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construction*

Thus in theory* a fuel cell

installation can be built in almost any size
and capacity and units up to 20 KW have been
successfully demonstrated,

The fact that the

same basic design and fabrication techniques
may be used for a broad range of power source
sizes is a big advantage from the viewpoint
of the fuel cell manufacturer*

Figure 34

illustrates our point that diesel electric or
steam turbine systems only achieve optimum
efficiency (or minimum fuel consumption) at
high power outputs, while the energy efficiency
(or minimum fuel consumption) of the fuel cell
is independent of plant size.

It also shows

the much higher efficiency of the fuel cell*
3- * Few Moving Parts.
This means high dependability.
4- Long Life and Low Maintenance Costs*

Related to advantage #3.
5- Silent Operation*
Convenient in most applications and a necessity
in certain military requirements*
6- Ho Hoxiou3 Exhaust Fumes.
Fuel cell electrochemical processes are clean
and complete and therefore atmospheric pollu¬
tion can be avoided*

1000

10,000

S1S00 9NllVa3dO 3AllV"13y

100,000 1,000,000

FIGURE 34
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7- Insensitive to Environment*
Desirable in many applications but a necessity
in space exploration*
8- Convenience of electric drive for mechanical
power transportation applications*
Refer to lesson VII.
9- Low Heat Rejection*
Minimum (or none at all) cooling system re¬
quired.
Nothing Is perfect of course and there are dis¬
advantages as followst
1- Generally cannot deliver large amounts of power
over short time periods.
2- Power-to-welght and power-to-volume ratios
lower than for some batteries (e.g* silverzinc type).
3- Inverters are required to change their direct
current output to alternating current, where
the latter Is needed.
This could be important from the standpoint
of being a central powerplant for the home,
since, many appliances will function on
alternating current only.
Considerable progress has been made during the
last few years
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i&Lectrode structure refinements over the past three
years has resulted in substantial advances in fuel cell
performance and in electrode life*
improvements in the Bacon cell*

Figure 55 represents

Note the progressive

flattening of the voltage characteristic curves*

This

suggests that voltage regulation will not bo necessary
for many applications*
The nation*3 first industrial fuel cell powerplant
has recently been installed in a gas compressor station
at Stanton, Ky*, by Columbia Gulf Transmission Go.* an
operating subsidiary of the Columbia Gas System*

The

500-watt unit (refer toflgure 56) is producing elec¬
tricity directly from hydrogen and oxygen to provide
the power for instrumentation at the compressor station.
Figure 57 shows the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
developed version of the Bacon cell that is intended
to provide electric power for the Apollo Spacecraft.
Compare this with Bacons early 3 KW model shown in
figure 10 (lesson XV) from which it was derived.
Obviously a very good start has been made, but have
we arrived?

The answer is no, not yet.

Let us examine figure 38 before we say more.

This

performance comparison of various types of fuel cells
shows us that the Bacon hydrogen-oxygen cell is best
in terns of efficiency versus specific volume.

It also

FIGURE 35
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shows us that the Chamber s~HRDC cell using kerosene and
air is the worst.
This is the evidence that we need to qualify our
answer "Ho* we have not yet arrived” because the wide
acceptance of fuel cells depends on the use of readily
available cheap fuels at moderate temperatures and
pressures* using air as the oxidant.

In other words

what is needed is the hydrocarbon - air fuel cell.
We have It in the laboratory in one form as the
Chambers-NRDC fuel cell, but as figure 58 shows it is
not sufficiently developed yet.
The challenge then is to develop this hydrocarbonair fuel cell, and the race involving approximately
70 United States companies, (plus many foreign entries)
is on.

The prize of course is the |200 million a year

business (refer to lesson I, figure 1) predicted for
fuel cells by 1970.
When the fuel cell "breakthrough” occurs, there
will be substantial economic changes.

The petroleum

industry will have to shift from ”heavy” to "light”
hydrocarbon production and adjust itself to a lower
fuel demand.

The electric power companies will go to

fuel cell generation from steam turbine generation •
There will be less demand for gasoline and Diesel
engines, but a much greater need for direct current
electrical equipment.
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Local hardships will result from these changes,
hut overall the hydrocarbon-air fuel cell will sub¬
stantially expand the nation’s (and the world’s)
economy*
Early uses of the fuel cell will probably include
the followings
a- Battery replacement when power must be provided
for long periods of time without charging*
b- Small scale pow'er generation - for portable
uses or at remote locations*
c- Traction for trucks, buses, delivery vehicles,
fork-lifts, automobiles, and railways*
d- Marine propulsion*
e- Energy storage devices,
f- Electrochemical processing (metal refining),
g- Hatural gas pumping*
h- Space vehicles,
i- Primary power generation.
Let us conclude by reminding ourselves that although
fuel cells are not widely used in commercial applications
at present, there are two extremely important applications
in the United States space program.
In 1963, Gemini, a capsule designed to carry two
men in orbit for periods of up to two weeks, will make
its first test flight (unmanned suborbital).
In 1964 an attempt to join together two vehicles
in space using a manned Gemini capsule will be made.
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In 1965 the first manned orbital flight in the
three-man Apollo capsule, the vehicle 7/hich will be
used for the trip to the moon, will be made*
In 1967-70 a manned landing on the moon in a vehicle
which will leave the Apollo capsule and then rendezvous
with it for the trip home, will be made.
General Electric will provide a version of their
ion-exchange cell to supply electric power for Gemini
and Pratt & \Yhitney Aircraft will provide their version
of the Bacon cell, the Powercel, (refer to figure 37)
to generate the needed electric power for Apollo*

Both

units will be required to demonstrate extraordinarily
high reliability (not less than 0*9995), and both units
will use hydrogen and oxygen*
This selection of hydrogen and oxygen was based
on two factors.

The hydrogen-oxygen cell has a higher

theoretical output (1,620 watt-hour per pound of gases)
than any other fuel-oxidizer combination and the waste
product of a hydrogen-oxygen cell, formed after the
gases have reacted, is potable water for the spacecraft
crew*
In these two extremely important instances we have
examples of the selection of a fuel cell built to present
day "state of the air” standards (although cost was not
a factor) doing a job better than any other electric
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power generating device could*

Clearly we have a long

way to go, but make no mistake, what we have right now
is no laboratory toy*
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